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Abstract—Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a standard language for modeling of a system. UML is used to visually specify the structure and behavior of a system. The system requirements are captured and then converted into UML specification. UML specification uses a set of rules and notations, and diagrams to specify the system requirements. In this paper, we present a tool for developing the UML specification. The tool will ease the use of the notations and diagrams for UML specification as well as increase the understanding and familiarity of the UML specification. The tool will also be able to check the conformance of the diagrams against each other for basic compliance of UML specification.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SOFTWARE development life cycle (SDLC) is used to process the activities of software development. Four main phases are used in SDLC. There are analysis, design, implementation and testing [5]. In SDLC, modeling tool is usually used to do the analysis of a system. The modeling tool used can be either a structured approach or an object-oriented approach or a hybrid approach. A structured approach uses diagrams such as entity relationship diagrams (ERD) and context diagrams to model the system requirements. Object-oriented approach, on the other hand, uses diagrams such as use-case diagrams and class diagrams to model and analyze the system requirements. A hybrid approach is a combination of a structured and object-oriented approach.

Unified Modeling Language (UML) is one of the modeling tools that are often used for object-oriented approach. UML assumes a process that is use-case driven, architecture-centered, iterative and incremental [1]. UML is a standard language for visually describing the structure and behavior of a system [8]. Therefore, during analysis, system requirements are transformed into UML specification using diagrams. These diagrams are Use-Case Diagram, Class Diagram, Interaction Diagram, Communication Diagram, Activity Diagram, State Diagram, Component Diagram and Deployment Diagram [7]. These diagrams have special notations that someone has to be familiar with in order to use the notations.

The foundation of a good application begins with a good analysis. In order to do a good analysis, we should be able to rigorously analyze the system requirements with the help of the tool. Therefore, for educational purpose and for ease of use and modeling, we propose a tool for developing the UML specification. Modeling is an essential part of any projects. A model plays a major role in system development life cycle which serves as a blueprint for the system. This tool can be used for specifying the notations and developing the UML specification diagrams. The tool can also be used to check the conformance of the diagrams against each other for basic compliance of the UML specification. The purpose of producing the tool is to ease the user in understanding the notations and diagrams in UML specification as well as used them for the requirements specification and checking conformance of the diagrams. That is, once the diagrams have been finalized, the tool can be used to check whether the diagrams comply with the syntax, rules and notations imposed by the UML specification.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the UML Specification and Section III presents the related work. Section IV discusses our tool in details, in particular on how to use the notations and develop the diagrams using the tool. The conformance of the diagrams is also discussed in Section IV. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section V and give some suggestions for future work of the tool.

II. REVIEW OF THE UML SPECIFICATION

Requirements analysis is an important phase during the development life cycle. In UML specification, requirements analysis is usually done using diagrams [8]. Most often, during analysis phase, system requirements are transformed into UML specification using diagrams. These diagrams have special rules and notations.

A use-case diagram is used to specify requirements of the system. In a use-case diagram, two important factors are used to describe the requirements of a system. They are actors and use cases. Actors are external entities that interact with the system and use cases are the behavior (or the functionalities) of a system [9]. The use cases are used to define the requirements of the system. These use cases represent the functionalities of the system. In most cases, use cases are developed based on the user perspective since the user is going to use the system.

In this paper, for the ease of explanation about the UML specification, we present an example of an application for monitoring system of a postgraduate student submitting his/her progress report to Centre of Graduate Studies. For this system, during the requirements analysis, we have to capture the requirements of the system. The requirements of the system include the capability to submit progress report using the provided form, view the submitted progress report and evaluate the submitted progress report. These three
requirements are then transformed into a use-case diagram as shown in Fig. 1.

![Use-case Diagram for Monitoring System of Postgraduate Student](image)

Fig. 1 A Use-case Diagram for Monitoring System of Postgraduate Student

Fig. 1 shows a simple use-case diagram for a monitoring system of postgraduate student where a postgraduate student (an actor) can submit his/her progress report to Centre of Graduate Studies. From Fig. 1, a student is able to do two tasks: submit a progress report and view a progress report. A focus group is able to view and evaluate the progress report while the centre is able to view the progress report.

Most often, use cases represent the functional requirements of a system. If the requirements are gathered correctly, then a good use-case diagram can be formed. Once the use-case diagram is formed, the interaction diagram can then be developed. In UML specification, interaction diagrams are usually used to manually record the behavior of a system by viewing the interaction between the system and its environment [7]. These interaction diagrams describe in details activities for use cases. Fig. 2 shows the interaction diagram for use case Submit for a scenario when an incomplete progress report is submitted.

![Interaction Diagram for Submit when an incomplete form is Submitted](image)

Fig. 2 Interactive Diagram for Submit when an incomplete form is Submitted

Once the use-case diagram and interactive diagram are formed, the next diagram, an activity diagram can be developed. An activity diagram, on the other hand, describes the activities of the process. The purpose of an activity diagram is to provide a view of flows and what is going on inside a use case [1]. Fig. 3 shows an example of an activity diagram which exhibits the activities that can be performed by a postgraduate student. From a use-case diagram in Fig. 1, a postgraduate student is able to submit and view the progress report. Hence, the activity diagram shows that these two activities can be performed by the postgraduate student.

![Activity Diagram for Postgraduate Student](image)

Fig. 3 An Activity Diagram for Postgraduate Student

The next diagram that can be developed after the formation of use-case diagram, interaction diagram and activity diagram is the class diagram. The class diagram is the main static analysis diagram [1]. It shows the static structure of the model for the classes and their relationships. They are connected to each other as a graph. Each class has its own internal structures and its relationships with other classes. Fig. 4 shows an example of a class diagram for Monitoring System of Postgraduate Student.

![Class Diagram for Monitoring System of Postgraduate Student](image)

Fig. 4 A Class Diagram for Monitoring System of Postgraduate Student
From Fig. 4, each class consists of a class name, its attributes and methods. For example, a class Person has attributes lastname and firstname with methods SetName and GetName. Classes FocusGroup and PostgraduateStudent inherit class Person. Class FocusGroup declares its own attribute (staffid) and one method (EvaluateForm) and class PostgraduateStudent declares its own attribute (matrinxno) and one method (FillUpForm). Note that, a subclass inherits all the attributes and methods of its superclass. Class PgForm, on the other hand, offers 4 methods namely GetForm, Submit, View and Evaluate. Table I shows the mapping from use-cases from Fig. 1 into functions in the class diagram in Fig. 4. This mapping is important for the consistency of the UML diagrams.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Case</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Submit</td>
<td>Submit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View</td>
<td>View</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate</td>
<td>Evaluate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once the use-case diagram, interaction diagram, activity diagram and class diagram have been formed, we have to check the consistency of these diagrams with each other. Based on the use-case diagram, interaction diagram, activity diagram and class diagram, a basic compliance of UML specification can be derived. Compliance means complying with its abstract syntax, well-formedness, semantics and notations [12]. Compliance can be formed using UML metamodel. The UML metamodel for class diagram, for instance, consists of an abstract syntax of class diagram, a set of well-formedness rules that define the abstract syntax of the UML class diagram and informal descriptions of semantics.

III. RELATED WORK

UML is a modeling language for object-oriented approach. Many developers use UML to develop the system specification prior to implement the system. However, the developers have to be familiar with the set of notations imposed by the UML specification. Many tools are available in market to help the developers to develop the UML specification, for example, Visio [4], Cadifra [2] and Rational Rose [9].

Visio tool [4] allows the user to create UML specification diagrams. The tool is used for visualization of the model only. Cadifra tool [2] is used for UML Editor. The tool allows a user to draw the UML specification diagrams for Window-based environment. Rational Rose tool [9] is used for specifying activities and processes for software development. During developing the software requirements document (SRD), the tool can be used to draw the UML specification diagrams.

What is lacking in Visio, Cadifra and Rational Rose tools is that they are unable to check the compliance of the UML specification. For our tool, instead of just drawing and developing the UML specification diagrams, the tool is able to check the conformance of the diagrams. That is, the basic compliance of the UML specification diagrams can be done using the tool. This will ensure the diagrams developed adhere to the set of rules and notations imposed by the UML specification.

Checking compliance of the UML specification is an ongoing research. France et al. [3], for example, use UML-based pattern specification technique for checking the compliance of a pattern design specification. Weimer et al. [13], on the other hand, use specification mining for learning the program specifications. Alexander Egyed [4], for instance, develops a UML analyzer tool for checking the consistency of UML diagrams. The UML analyzer is a system for defining and analyzing the conceptual integrity of UML models by taking the concept of software development, which is about modeling a real problem, solving the model problem, and interpreting the model solution in the real world [4]. In doing so, a major emphasis is placed on mismatch identification and reconciliation within and among system views (such as diagrams). UML analyzer describes and identifies causes of architectural and design mismatches across UML views as well as outside views represented in UML. The UML analyzer tool is quite similar to our tool. However, UML analyzer uses Java programming and concentrates on architecture and design mismatches across UML view. Our tool, on the other hand, uses C++ programming and concentrates on UML diagrams and proof the soundness of the diagrams using the diagrams abstract syntax, its well-formedness and semantics, and notations of the UML Specification.

IV. THE UMLST

The tool, which we call UMLST (Unified Modeling Language Specification Tool), can be used to develop the UML specification diagrams from any system requirements. The tool is also able to check the conformance of the developed diagrams against each other if all the diagrams are created within one project. The tool is developed using object-oriented approach with C++ programming language. The tool has 3 major components with 2 stages as shown in Fig. 5. Stage 1 allows a user to use the tool as an Editor to develop the UML specification diagrams using the Workspace provided. Stage 2 allows a user to use the Engine of the tool to group the diagrams that have been drawn in Stage 1 for checking the conformance of the diagrams. The engine of the tool then takes these diagrams and checks the conformance of the UML specification diagrams drawn.

![Fig. 5 The Components of UMLST](image-url)

From Fig. 5, the tool allows a user to develop the UML specification diagrams of any system in the workspace provided. The workspace is used as a place for a user to provide the system requirements by means of the diagrams. In the workspace, a ToolBox is used to create, edit and display the diagrams. The ToolBox consists of standard symbols and notations for each of the diagrams used. For example, for use-
case diagram, symbols for an actor and a use case, and arrows for connecting an actor with use cases can be used. In the Workspace, a user can also type-in the text for each of the use cases used by using the Edit command in the Menu Bar provided by the tool. The Workspace will allow a user of the tool to develop the use-case diagram according to any system’s requirements. Fig. 6 shows the user interface design of the tool. The diagrams can also be saved for later use and printed for hardcopy.

From Table 2, the functionalities of the system are checked using the words used for declaring use cases in use-case diagram and functions in class diagram. Each use case is transformed into token. If the tool finds any mismatch words, the tool will abort indicating the inconsistency diagrams. Then, the actors used in the use-case diagram are checked using the activity diagrams declared for each actor. The use cases used for each actor in the use-case diagram is checked against the activities declared in activity diagram for each actor. Again, if the tool finds any mismatch words, the tool will abort indicating the inconsistency diagrams. Then, the use-case diagram is checked with the interaction diagrams declared for each use case declared in use-case diagram.

Once the mismatch words are checked, the second activity for the engine is to check the soundness of the diagrams using the diagrams abstract syntax, its well-formedness and semantics, and notations of the UML specification. For this activity, a set of inference rules are used to establish the well-formedness of the diagrams. Theorem prover is also used for the soundness of the diagrams.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

UMLST is a tool that is able to develop the UML specification diagrams according to the system requirements. The diagrams can then be checked for conformance. The purpose of UMLST is to develop the UML specification diagrams and check its conformance. Modeling is an important part of any projects. A model plays a major role in system development life cycle. A model is also served as a blueprint for the system.

Currently, UMLST is able to check the conformance of the diagrams for basic compliance using class diagram, activity diagram, interaction diagram and use case diagram. We intend to extend UMLST so it is able to perform a complete compliance using the reminder of the diagrams as well as any advance features offered by UML specification.
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